and estimation of an entire flow field by a guided Lagrangian sensor using feedback and augmented observability 152 analysis. In contrast to [32] , which uses only the mean state estimate from the GMKF, the planning algorithm in 153 this work utilizes the entire posterior probability density by taking multiple samples of the system parameters for 154 generation of the candidate trajectories.
155
Section II presents background material needed for the remainder of the paper, including a description of the two-156 vortex system, steering control law, observability-based path planning, and GMKF. Section III motivates and develops 157 a controller for steering to the boundaries of invariant sets. Section IV presents the comprehensive framework for 158 flow-field estimation using an guided Lagrangian sensor. Section V presents numerical experiments demonstrating 159 the sampling framework. Section VI concludes the paper and suggests extensions to this work. invariant, incompressible flow f ∈ C evaluated at z ∈ C may be represented using the gradient of a streamfunction 164 ψ = ψ (z, z) such that
(a) Γ 2 = Γ 1 (b) Γ 2 = 2Γ 1 Fig. 1 . a), b) Co-rotating frame streamlines and fixed points for the two-vortex system [17] where the overline operator denotes complex conjugation and the conjugate complex partial derivative operator is 166 given by ∂/∂z = 
For each vortex, flow from the opposing vortex generates the dynamic motion
for j, q = 1, 2 and j = q. Vortices that have circulation strengths with the same sign orbit around a fixed center of 170 vorticity z cv = (Γ 1 z 1 + Γ 2 z 2 ) / (Γ 1 + Γ 2 ) with an angular rate ω = (Γ 1 + Γ 2 ) / 2π|z 1 − z 2 | 2 . The mapping z = ξe i(ωt+φ) + z cv (4) transforms between a reference frame centered at z cv rotating with the vortex pair and a fixed inertial frame, where 172 φ is a phase angle from the vortex pair's initial orientation and ξ ∈ C is the location in the co-rotating frame. In 173 the co-rotating frame, the streamfunction that corresponds to the co-rotating flow f R under relationship (1) is
where ξ 1 and ξ 2 correspond with the z 1 and z 2 vortex locations, respectively [32] . 
B. Steering navigation of a self-propelled vehicle

181
A model for a self-propelled vehicle with speed ρ in the complex plane C without a flow field present is [36] 182ż = ρe
where v is an input for the vehicle turning rate. This model is commonly used for path-planning of autonomous 183 vehicles that self-propel with a nominal speed ρ and have steering as their primary means of control.
184
Consider a mobile sensor with speed α advected by an underlying flow field f . The model (6) may be modified 185 to additively include the flow velocity such that 186ż = αe iθ + f withθ = u,
where θ measures the counterclockwise angle of the direction of self propulsion, and u is the steering input [29] .
187
To compensate for the influence of the flow field during control design, Paley and Peterson [29] define the 188 speed ρ in (6) to be the total vehicle speed ρ = |αe iθ + f |. They define the heading β in (6) to be the angle 189 β = arg(αe iθ + f ) of the total velocity vector. Under these transformations, the model with flow (7) simplifies to 190 the model without flow (6). The inputs of (7) and (6) are related by [29] 191 u = v − ḟ , ie
Observe that if the vehicle cannot make forward progress, that is, if f, e iβ = ρ, then (8) becomes singular
192
[29]. One approach to address this issue in strong flows is to use a saturation function on the steering input [36] . 
The solutions of (6) and (9) provide trajectories for the vehicle and its path frame.
200
Let path frame (a 1 , a 2 ) be co-located at z with the vehicle, and build an additional reference frame
is also located at z with b 2 aligned in the direction of the gradient of the field, where b 1 resulting from a clockwise 202 rotation of b 2 , i.e.,
Figure 2a shows these definitions, using (·) and (·) to denote the imaginary and real operators, respectively.
204
Take η to be the angle from a 1 to b 1 . Zhang and Leonard [45] consider how η and Θ change while the vehicle 205 moves through the scalar field in order to formulate Proposition 1.
206
Proposition 1 (Zhang and Leonard [45] ). Consider a scalar field Θ(z) over a connected subset of C. Represent the
(a) (b) Fig. 2 . a) Notation used for steering to a desired, scalar level set. b) Observability-based path planning [17] be a scalar function (see the technical requirements in the Supplemental Materials document). Assume the initial 210 condition is such that η(t 0 ) = π and |∂Θ/∂z| = 0. Then, the control law
with
guides a steered, self-propelled vehicle so that as t → ∞, η → 0 and Θ → Θ des .
212
Figure 2a presents two simulations of a vehicle guided by control law (11) for different initial conditions and 213 the same desired value Θ des , showing that the final curve is dependent on the initial condition. Section III-D makes 214 use of this proposition to form two new control laws: the first control law steers the vehicle to a unique, closed 215 streamline, and the second control law steers the vehicle so that it enters the applicable range of the first controller.
216
We combine these control laws to create a hybrid controller used in our adaptive sampling architecture. The hybrid 217 steering controller guides the vehicle to coherent structures that appear in the co-rotating frame of the two-vortex 218 system. The control that is desired in the co-rotating frame is converted back to the inertial frame for simulation.
219
C. Augmented observability-based path planning
220
Observability-based path planning is a model-predictive control technique of forecasting the anticipated system 221 outputs given a finite set of K control inputs {u j } K j=1 and assessing the system observability along the system 222 trajectory for each candidate control signal. Using a scalar measure of observability, such as the unobservability 223 index [22] , the control choices may be compared and optimized over a finite set of control parameters. This model-
224
predictive control strategy assumes that the candidate control signals are generated by another means, e.g., according to a secondary control policy. Figure 2b depicts this process for a vehicle at time t 0 assessing control signals over 226 the planning interval [t 0 , T p ].
227
From linear systems theory, if the observability Gramian is full rank, then the initial state of the system can be inferred from measurements, and the system is observable. Krener and Ide [22] constructed an empirical observability
Gramian that applies to nonlinear systems and also gives a measure of the degree of observability through the unobservability index. Consider the nonlinear system,
where x ∈ R n , y ∈ R p , f and h are known, nonlinear functions, and measurement noise µ(t) is a white Gaussian 228 stochastic process with covariance R(t). For the two-vortex problem considered in this paper, the state vector is
where z denotes the location of the sampling vehicle.
230
Let φ(·, t 0 , x(t 0 )) denote the state solution to (12) from x(t 0 ) at t 0 . Consider the 2n perturbed initial conditions 
where Ψ e = Ψ e (τ, t 0 , x(t 0 )) is an n × n matrix with jth column specified by
where φ ±j = φ ±j (τ, t 0 , x(t 0 )). Note that Ψ e is an approximation to ∂h/∂x 0 [17] , [22] . For a linear system, as
236
→ 0 with R(τ ) = I, W eo reduces to the usual linear observability Gramian [22] , [37] .
237
One can assess the degree of observability by considering the minimum eigenvalue of the empirical observability
238
Gramian, which is zero if W eo is singular and nonzero when the initial state is observable. The unobservability 239 index is [22] 240
When ν is small, observability is high. The index ν measures the difficulty of initial-condition inference for the 241 nonlinear system over the interval [t 0 , t].
242
Consider now the case in which we have prior background information regarding the initial state x(t 0 ). Specifi-
243
cally, assume the uncertainty of the initial condition (prior to observing the output) is Gaussian distributed about a 244 mean vector x 0 with covariance P 0 , such that x(t 0 ) ∼ N (x 0 , P 0 ). In [17] , we derive an observability Gramian that 245 is augmented with information contained in P −1 0 by using an optimal data assimilation strategy known as 4D-Var.
246
We extend augmented observability to the nonlinear setting for system (12) by utilizing the empirical observability
247
Gramian of Krener and Ide [22] , yielding the empirical augmented observability Gramian
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We also define the augmented unobservability index
which quantifies how difficult initial-condition inference is given the anticipated system measurements and the prior 250 information and will serve as a cost to minimize during path planning.
251
D. Gaussian Mixture Kalman Filter
252
The Lagrangian sampling framework developed in this paper performs state estimation using a Gaussian Mixture
253
Kalman Filter (GMKF). The GMKF performs nonlinear propagation of uncertainty in the state and permits non- 
260
Assume a probability density function that can be represented using M multivariate Gaussians. Each Gaussian
261
N (x; x m , P m ) has mean vector x m and covariance matrix P m , for m = 1, . . . , M , as well as a scalar weight w m .
262
To be a valid PDF, the scalar weights of all M Gaussians must sum to unity (i.e.,
is a weighted sum of the M component Gaussians. Equation (19) is capable of modeling highly non-Gaussian 264 densities depending on the choices of means, covariances, weights, and number of components.
265
The GMKF is summarized in Algorithm 1. The GMKF samples an ensemble of realizations from the prior 266 probability density of state. After sampling, the GMKF forecasts each ensemble member according to the nonlinear 267 dynamics. Then, the GMKF creates a best-fit approximation to the ensemble using a mixture of Gaussians of 268 specified complexity through an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm that automatically selects the means, Information Criterion (BIC)
where N is the number of ensemble members, K is the number of model parameters, and Ω EM represents the 272 set of parameters found by the EM algorithm (i.e., means, weights, and covariances). Observe that the BIC has increasing complexity so that a local minimum in the BIC score may be identified. We seek the mixture model that 275 best fits the ensemble data; the model-complexity penalty in the BIC encourages a simple model to be preferred
276
[31]. After fitting a GMM to the ensemble spread, the next filtering step is the assimilation of observations.
Input: GMM for prior PDF
Output: GMM for analysis PDF Parameters: N , maxComplexity, and covariance matrices Q, R 1: Sample N ensemble members from the prior PDF.
2: Integrate the ensemble in time with process noise taken from N (0, (t k − t k−1 )Q)
3: Fit a GMM to the forecast ensemble using the EM algorithm with M = 1. Evaluate the BIC.
4: for m = 2 to maxComplexity do
5:
Fit m Gaussians in GMM and evaluate the BIC.
6:
If the BIC increases, stop and set M = m−1.
7: end for
8: Update the weight for each Gaussian in the GMM:
9: Find the Kalman gain, analysis mean, and analysis covariance for each Gaussian:
For Lagrangian observations, replace the nonlinear operator h in (12) with the matrix H that acts linearly to pull 278 out the vehicle position information, i.e.,
Assimilation of the measurement occurs according to a Kalman filter update equations that are modified to include to compute an updated weight for each Gaussian component; the weight update is necessary to ensure that the 285 posterior density is a valid PDF (i.e., the updated weights of the GMM sum to unity). For each mth Gaussian, Step the GMKF reduces to an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) in which Gaussianity is enforced during assimilation.
289
After assimilation, the posterior PDF becomes the prior PDF and the filtering cycle repeats.
290
After assimilation of the observation, the posterior PDF that results from the GMKF is a GMM. To extract usable
291
estimates from the GMM of the state, one may implement a mode-finding algorithm (e.g., see [41] ) or one may 292 find the mean for the overall distribution. Representing a possibly multimodal PDF with a single mean estimate
293
does not fully make use of the PDF. Section IV designs a path planning algorithm that utilizes the entire posterior
294
PDF by considering multiple components in the GMM, and Section V compares the multi-component path planner to one that uses only the mean and covariance of the GMM.
296
III. EXPLORATION OF INVARIANT-SET BOUNDARIES
297
This section steers a vehicle along the highly observable separating boundaries of invariant sets, found by 298 extending the stable and unstable manifolds from saddle fixed points of the flow field.
299
A. Empirical observability of invariant-set boundaries
300
For minimally or infrequently actuated vehicles, it is helpful to understand the natural orbits of the flow field. For 301 one period of rotation of the vortex pair in the two-vortex problem, Krener and Ide [22] value of χ ∈ {−1, +1} to γ 0 for clockwise or counterclockwise orientation, respectively.
355
Converging to a target curve γ 0 is achieved by building a scalar orbit function Φ(z) that has γ 0 as a level curve
356
(i.e., for increasing arc length, Φ(γ 0 (s)) remains constant 
Additional members of the Bertrand family are formed according to (22) by moving λ in the iγ 0 (s) direction, 
362
For navigation in a flow field described by streamfunction ψ, we require γ 0 to be a closed streamline of the flow 363 that may be found using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to be
where z(0) is an initial point on the orbit and T is the period. For the two-vortex problem studied in Section V,
365
ψ is replaced with ψ R , the streamfunction in the co-rotating frame. The arc length in (22) is given by s(t) =
To steer a self-propelled particle to the unique orbit γ 0 , we construct a Bertrand family of 367 curves γ λ with orbit function Φ(z) = λ that vanishes when the vehicle lies on γ 0 .
368
Let z c be the point nearest z that lies on γ 0 . We can write Φ(z) using (22),
The gradient of the orbit function ∂Φ/∂z in a Bertrand family of curves is perpendicular to each Bertrand curve.
370
Differentiation of the orbit function in (24) gives
which reveals that the b 2 direction for a vehicle steering in a scalar field (see Section II-B) is also perpendicular to each curve in the family. Since γ 0 is a streamline of the flow, the direction b 2 can also be expressed using the derivative of the streamfunction ψ evaluated at z c , such that b 2 = (∂ψ/∂z/|∂ψ/∂z|) | zc . According to (25), we find the derivatives of Φ necessary for implementation of control law (11) in terms of the ψ to be
and
These equations are evaluated at the point z c , which is the closest point on the reference orbit to the vehicle location 372 z.
373
The above development of a streamline steering controller assumes that a unique closest point z c on the reference validity Ω for the streamline steering controller, based on the signed curvature κ s .
381
Proposition 2. Let γ 0 be a twice-differentiable, closed, simple and regular curve in the plane. Let γ E and γ I , 382 respectively, represent exterior and interior Bertrand curves defined by offsets
, and
Define Ω to be the domain bounded by γ E and γ I . If γ E and γ I are simple, closed curves, 2 then for each z ∈ Ω,
384
there exists a unique, closest point z c on the curve γ 0 , in the sense of the Euclidean distance.
385
Proof. We prove Proposition 2 for a point z that falls between curves γ 0 and γ I ; identically structured arguments hold for points between γ E and γ 0 . Let z c be the point on γ 0 at arc length s c that minimizes the Euclidean distance |z − γ 0 (s)|. We will show that z c exists and is unique. If so, the necessary and sufficient conditions to locally minimize the Euclidean distance |z − γ 0 (s)|, i.e.,
must be satisfied. Since |λ I | > 0 and γ I is simple by assumption, γ I cannot cross γ 0 and it does not have self- 
396
For uniqueness of z c , note that by (27) and the requirement that γ 0 be regular, γ λ for each λ such that 0 ≤ |λ| < 397 |λ I | does not pass through a center of curvature. Therefore, γ 0 may be continuously deformed without changing 398 topologically (i.e., homotoped) using (22) to γ λ for any λ in 0 ≤ |λ| < |λ I |. z lies on only one Bertrand curve γ λ .
399
By this reasoning, z c is the nearest point on the curve γ 0 and z c is unique.
400
Within the domain Ω defined by Proposition 2 and under the assumption that (8) is valid (i.e., the vehicle can 401 make forward progress), the control law (11) coupled with the streamline steering strategy in (23)- (27) is guaranteed 402 to converge. We note that it is important that γ I and γ E are simple curves since the offsets (27) may yield self-
403
intersections for pathological γ 0 curves (e.g., when γ 0 has segments of opposing orientation with relatively near 404 approaches to each other, γ I may have a self-intersection). To avoid non-simple bounding curves that may be produced by (27) , reduce |λ| until (22) 
417
IV. LAGRANGIAN ADAPTIVE SAMPLING ARCHITECTURE
418
This section provides a novel architecture for adaptive sampling using a guided Lagrangian sensor for estimation of properly by sharing multiple state estimates and associated covariances between the estimator and the path planner.
421
The multiple estimates are utilized in an expected cost analysis that is used for evaluation of the candidate vehicle 
448
Choose D k = {y(t 1 ), y(t 2 ), . . . , y(t k )} to represent a set of measurements accumulated through time index k.
449
Create a sparse approximation of the posterior filtering density
using a sparse sampling of Q points {x j } Q j=1 and weightsŵ j chosen such that be the list of candidate control inputs, where K is the total number of candidate signals. Note that the empirical augmented unobservability index ν a (W ea (t 0 , t, x, u j )), for a specified control signal u j , is a random variable that depends on state x, which is stochastic. An approximate expected cost for ν a (W ea (t 0 , t, x, u j )) can be calculated using the sparse representation (31) of the PDF, such that
Equation ( planner that knows the true flow-field navigates along boundary paths to minimize the unobservability index. Only 506 the first half of the simulation is shown for clarity. In the co-rotating frame, the trajectory explores the separating 507 boundaries of invariant sets, without a priori specification of navigation targets, improving upon previous work [17] ,
508
which requires a user-specified tour. The exploration of invariant sets in the co-rotating frame produces spirographic 509 trajectory segments in the inertial frame. The inertial trajectory also contains jagged transitions between trajectory 510 segments that correspond to the vehicle changing course at planning times to follow a more observable path. the vehicle plans using flow-field maps that are adapted using feedback of the guided-Lagrangian measurements.
514
In the co-rotating frame, the vehicle does not clearly navigate along separating boundaries. However, if viewed In multiple simulation runs, the GMKF converged to estimates in which the estimated trajectory of Vortex To test the performance benefits of each feature of the guided Lagrangian architecture, we considered the eight 534 cases listed in Table I . The check boxes in Table I indicate the subcomponents of the framework that are active in 535 each case. From the 100 randomized initial conditions in Fig. 6a , we execute 100 Monte Carlo runs for each case.
536 Table I also presents a bar graph of the results in terms of estimation error, averaged over all runs for each case.
537
The error bars show one standard deviation from the mean. for feedback), but it discards much of the information present in a multimodal PDF.
567
An expected cost calculation allows the path planner to make use of a multimodal PDF by leveraging the GMM 
